
Hebrew Curriculum 5783 (2022-2023)

This document provides an overview of our Hebrew curriculum for 5783 (2022-2023), which
includes both Hebrew learning on-site for all children in nursery - fifth grade and optional,
supplemental weekly 1:1 Hebrew sessions on Zoom.

What does Hebrew learning look like at the Jewish Enrichment Center?

Hebrew is embedded into the auditory and visual environment and in the routines of our day, so
children pick up the language naturally. Hebrew is woven into our physical playtime for younger
children, and older children master Hebrew prayers. Children of all ages play games in Hebrew,
often choosing how they would like to engage with the language. We believe that comfort with
the Hebrew language, and a working vocabulary, are essential to developing confidence in
owning the texts of our centuries’-old Jewish conversation. A child who owns these texts can
play with Judaism, creating their own meaning in Jewish life and community.

In 2022-2023, Hebrew learning at the Jewish Enrichment Center includes two components:
1) Onsite Hebrew learning: All children nursery - fifth grade learn Hebrew onsite. Hebrew

is embedded throughout the session. Children see Hebrew letters in their classrooms,
hear their teachers speak Hebrew words, participate in routines of the day that are
completely in Hebrew, and play games with Hebrew vocabulary words. Children pick up
the language naturally and grow their comfort for responding to and speaking Hebrew
words. Onsite sessions for children in nursery and kindergarten feature mischakim
(games) – gross motor games to learn Hebrew vocabulary – as part of each session.
Sessions for children in 1st-5th grades feature a dedicated Zeman Ivrit (Hebrew time)
during their session for Hebrew game play, decoding (sounding out) practice, Hebrew
writing focus, and prayer learning, depending on the age of the child. All children
participate in Shirah/Tefillah (Singing/Prayer) at the end of the session to learn Jewish
tefillot (prayers).

2) Optional Hebrew 1:1 Sessions on Zoom: In addition to onsite Hebrew learning,
children in first grade and older may sign up for optional weekly Hebrew 1:1 sessions on
Zoom. These weekly sessions are approximately 20-25 minutes of dedicated Hebrew
learning for a child and educator. Children use their Zoom session to work on Hebrew
curricular goals for their age, which may include playing games with Jewish life
vocabulary, decoding (sounding out Hebrew), or prayer learning.
Enrolled families may add 28 sessions of Hebrew 1:1 sessions for $500.

Hebrew Curricular Goals:

Children at the Jewish Enrichment Center:
● Learn modern Hebrew vocabulary words for numbers, colors, days of the week and

months, and classroom objects
● Gain fluency with the symbols and rhythm of the Jewish year, recognizing and naming

Jewish life vocabulary words (i.e., Hebrew vocabulary words connected to Jewish
holidays and topics)
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● Decode (sound out) Hebrew words, phrases, and sentences with accuracy, stamina, and
speed

● Master Jewish tefillot (prayers) in Hebrew
● Write Hebrew letters in print and script
● Become comfortable and confident singers and chanters of some Jewish tefillot

(prayers)

Most children who enroll at the Jewish Enrichment Center by kindergarten or first grade will
complete all of the Hebrew learning goals listed above. We’re also well-practiced in setting up
individualized Hebrew learning goals for children. All children are growing and learning on their
own trajectories. We will support children in having a just-right Hebrew goal. Some children’s
brains won’t be a good fit for learning to write or decode in Hebrew but will be amazing tefillah
(prayer) chanters and singers. We will work with your family to identify your family’s hopes for
your child’s Hebrew learning trajectory.

Here’s what we do not offer: The Jewish Enrichment Center Hebrew curriculum is not an
immersive Hebrew program, and it is not a BMitzvah tutoring program. Children will not learn to
speak Hebrew fluently, nor will children be able to lead every single tefillah (prayer) at a
synagogue service. If those are your family’s goals for Hebrew learning, please be in touch
(sarag@jewishenrichment.org), and we’d be happy to share the thinking behind our Hebrew
curriculum and also connect you with additional resources in the community.

And, here’s what we do offer: Children who complete the Enrichment Center’s Hebrew
learning goals will have the skills to continue learning Hebrew in preparation for BMitzvah or at
the high school or college level, if they are interested. And many will know Jewish life
vocabulary and tefillot (prayers) used by Jewish communities around the world, so that as our
children grow, they can feel connected and at home in Jewish communities elsewhere. Children
will have had a positive, loving exposure to Hebrew that they feel absolutely amazing about.

What are the benefits of enrolling in optional 1:1 Hebrew sessions?

● Hebrew sessions are beloved by both educators and children! Children and educators
love having special time to connect 1:1 and we see Hebrew learning grow by leaps and
bounds as educators are able to develop individualized learning strategies.

● Children in first - third grade who enroll in Hebrew sessions develop mastery of Jewish
life vocabulary – words that Jewish people around the world know and use. Children
gain fluency with the symbols and rhythm of a Jewish year more quickly. A dedicated
Hebrew session with a beloved grown-up means that a child will hear and speak Hebrew
words even more often!

● These children often feel great confidence and pride in their Hebrew knowledge by
fourth grade, giving them a stronger motivation to “crack the code” and learn to sound
out Hebrew. Sometimes children’s brains switch fairly seamlessly into decoding before
fourth grade. We can work with your child to begin decoding Hebrew if that's the case.
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● Fourth grade children enrolled in Hebrew 1:1 sessions have extra time to work on
decoding, which means they’ll move through the decoding process more quickly and
sound out Hebrew with greater accuracy and speed.

● Hebrew 1:1 sessions for fifth graders in the tefillah (prayer) curriculum offer more
opportunities for children to practice Hebrew prayers. These children will have time to
learn even more Jewish prayers!

Are Hebrew 1:1 sessions right for my child?

● First, we’d be happy to chat and offer a recommendation based on what we know about
your child. We are so fortunate to know your children so well! Please feel free to reach
out (sarag@jewishenrichment.org).

● Hebrew 1:1 sessions might be a great fit for your child if…
○ Your child is able to get on Zoom for about 20 minutes after school on a weekly

basis. We know that some children’s afterschool commitments don’t make this
logistically feasible. No worries!

○ Your child is able to interact with a grown-up on Zoom and stay near the device
for the entire session.

○ Your child or your family has a particular excitement and interest in learning
Hebrew.

○ Your child really benefits from 1:1 learning opportunities.

Enrollment and Scheduling

● Optional Hebrew 1:1 sessions are offered to children in first grade and older.
● The enrollment period for optional Hebrew 1:1 sessions will close on Thursday,

September 1.
● In the event that interest in Hebrew 1:1 sessions exceeds educator availability, spots will

be offered based on age and hours onsite. We will confirm spots during the week of
September 5.

● During the week of September 5, 2022 children will be assigned to an educator and
families will be sent a link to the educator’s calendar to schedule with them directly.
Please choose a day and time for the entire year.

● The educator’s calendar will automatically generate a calendar invitation and Zoom link
for each session in the 2022-2023 school year.

● 1:1 Hebrew sessions are about 20-25 minutes on Zoom. Please note that the 28
sessions are scheduled around the academic calendar of our educators, who are
full-time students.

Tuition

● For families enrolled in Sunday/afterschool: $500 for the year, which includes 28
sessions on Zoom.

● For families not enrolled in Sunday/afterschool: $750 for the year, which includes 28
sessions on Zoom.
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Cancellation Policy

● Please email your child’s Hebrew educator directly at least 24 hours beforehand if your
child is unable to attend a 1:1 session.

● If your child is having technical difficulties or will be late to the 1:1 session, please email
the educator directly. They will do their best to accommodate your child for the remaining
time in the session.

● If your child is more than 7 minutes late to a Hebrew 1:1 session and the educator has
not received an email, the educator will assume that the rest of the Hebrew session is
canceled.

● If an educator needs to cancel a Hebrew session due to an emergency, they will send an
email to the family directly and offer additional times to make up the session.

● If a family needs to cancel a Hebrew session, they will be eligible to attend a group
makeup session offered during the quarter. All children who need to make up a session
will be invited to this group Zoom with one of our Hebrew educators to play Hebrew
games.

We’re here to chat!

If you have any questions or concerns about our Hebrew program, we’d love to talk! Please
reach out to Sara (sarag@jewishenrichment.org) directly. We look forward to hearing from you!
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